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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The article is of tremendous importance in high light lighting the differential expression of TGR5 

across different developmental stages of adenocarcinoma of esophagus. I have a few minor 

comments: 1. I suggest the IHC results be substantiated by qPCR after extraction of RNA from the 

specimen. 2. The results show that the expression of the TGR5 is associated with development of 

adenocarcinoma and unlike involved in its progression (as same across different stages). THis needs 

to be highlighted in Abstract and discussion. If supported by subsequent studies will be an 

interesting finding from the current study.   3. The sentence ....... "Barrett’s esophagus was made by 

both histologically and endoscopically."......... in section 2.1 seems incomplete 4.  A para needs to be 

added in introduction to demonstrate role of the RGT5 in carcinogenesis citing latest findings.   6. 

Discussion needs a serious redrafting. It seems reads reaches again to introduction or results section. 

No needs to repeat the stuff. The  findings - a) differential expression across different developmental 

grades-b) no significant changes across grades and stages, need a biological explanation. How the 

increased expression of RGT5 help a cell to move from normal to a malignant stage?. This needs to be 
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discussed in context of available literature. What we can infer from no changes in expression of the 

gene/protein across different grades/stages needs to be discussed. Do we have evidence to suggest 

RGT5 a markes of development rather a markers progression in  Adenocarcinoma of esophagus, 

needs  to be discussed in the discussion.  
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